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But weighing, kitchen iwaste attacked
MacDonald calls 'Food Ecology9 a success
By BUI Henley
Food Service next week will
discontinue . weighing garbage
to determine the amount of food
waste. According to Food Ser-
vice director Ted MacDonald,
the garbage-weighi- ng has served
its purpose and has shown the
Food. Ecology program to be,
so fir, a success.
Food Service figures show
that total waste in the dining
balls has declined by about one-thi- rd.
Food waste per week In
Lowry has declined --from 3,735
pojvis to 2,583, a saving of
1,152 pounds. In Klttredge the
figure has gone from 751 pounds
to 537, saving 181 pounds.
. MacDoaali said that "I didn't
expect this much--savings" and
commented --hat. he was highly
pleased .with the students' re-
sponse. He cited many favor-
able comments from students on
the program.
Asked about the cost of the
garbage-weighi- ng program Itself
and whether it was worth the
trouble, MacDonald said that the
cost was "minor" at most, since
nobody worked overtime to do
the weighing job. He admitted
that the . weighing required
"greater effort on the part of
Mme. Pandit asks
"By Margaret Flttkau
It came as a major surprise
to many of us here at the College
that Madame iVljaya Latehmi
Pandit, a former President of
the United Nations General
Assembly, - was to spend
the spring quarter on campus
as a visiting lecturer.
M me, Paad.t, who Is the sister
of Indians !ate Prime Minister.
Jawaharlal Nehru, Is herself an
important figure In International
politics. Among the several dip-
lomatic positions she has held
have been ambassador to the
United States, the UJ5.S.R., and
the United -- Kingdom, , She also
participated In the ' initial
sessions in which the original
charter of the United Nations was
drafted, and served as the Presi-
dent of its General Assembly In
1953-5- 4. In addition, she and
her late brother played an Im-
portant role In India's struggle
for independence. Both served
long prison terms during this
struggle;
Mme Pandit is- - teaching a
course In the Political Science
Department entitled SOUTH
ASIAN FOREIGN POLICY here
at Wooster tills Quarter, as wen
as delivering a series of four
lectures on contemporary Indian
(he people In the dish crew"
and that those people might not
have appreciated the Idea par-
ticularly. But he felt that the
garbage-weighi- ng bad been of
definite value.
A dissenting view came from
Beth Woodrow, a dish-cre- w em-
ployee, who
.
said that the weigh-
ing had been "a pain In the
neck", not worth the trouble It
caused.
Another Food Service "em-
ployee suggested that waste In
the kitchens was at least as great
as that caused by the students
and claimed that nothing was
being done about It. Woodrow
confirmed that, while she thought
kitchen waste was not as great
as student waste, there was still
a fair amount of It.
However, MacDonald claimed
that It is "ridiculous" to
lleve that kitchen waste Is still
a problem. The program to
eliminate kitchen waste started
sooner and has been more ex-
tensive, he said, .than the. studen-
t-centered Pood Ecology"
program; and there Is no longer
"a significant amount" of food
waste from that quarter.
Told that some people doubt
whether the figures given out
on food fftute are accurate, Mac
affairs. Tne two remaining lec-
tures of the series are entitled
"Progress and Problems of Con-
temporary India" and "The
Future of India," and they will
be delivered on May 29 and June
6 respectively. Both lectures
will begin at. 7:45 in the Lean
Lecture Room.
. When asked to comment onher
impression of American stu-
dents, Mme Pandit said that she
Is currently finding Wooster stu-
dents to be quite well informed
about India. "I have been
amazed at the awareness, not
only of students In my class,
but of other students to whom
I have' deliberately talked," she
said. . She enjoys meeting and
talking with Wooster students,
and has entertained groups of
up to thirty in her home.
She expressed concern, how-
ever,- mat the general American
public may be getting a some-
what one-sid- ed interpretation of
India. "India is being inter-
preted now by the yellow robe;
the sadhu, the swam! who are
seldom Ihe best representatives
of Alms, ambitions and desires
these things have made the world
one. When you sit down with a
group of people, yoa find so much
similarity. And therefore, I
' continued on peg four
Donald said rather bitterly that
"I don't understand why some
people assume that Food Ser-
vice Is dishonest" and asked
how people thought It would pro-
fit anyone.
.
MacDonald hopes to turn the
Food Ecology program over to
the students next year. Previous
experience elsewhere with such
programs, he says, has shown
that they are most successful
when run solely by students. He
believes that the Food Service
Committee of SGA may be able
to take over the program.
Asked whether he felt there
might be any "backlash" against
the program, with students be-
coming annoyed or resentful
about the signs and publicity and
deliberately Ignoring them, Mac
Donald said he doubted any such
reaction : was occurring. He
agreed that 1, students who avoid
wasting food normally might be
annoyed at constantly being re-
minded to do what they do any-
way, but he does not believe
this will turn mem against the
idea of the program.
Students show three kinds of
basic attitude toward food waste,
MacDonald believes. There are
'the normal noa-waste- rs, as noted
above.
There are the conscious, de-
liberate wasters, such as the
boy MacDonald once saw take six
dishes of ice cream, eat part of
one and put the rest back In the
dish rack untouched. Asked why '
be did this, the boy replied "I
pay for the damn stuff, and I'll
take what I want." MacDonald
--doubts that the Food Ecology
program can do much about this
kind of waste.
And then there are the more
or less unconscious wasters, at
whom the program Is largely
aimed. MacDonald notes that
"In cafeteria lines, a lot of
people's eyes are bigger than
their capacity for consumption".
Many people take more than they
can eat thinking that they want
it, and end up leaving the re-
mainder as food waste. The
Food Ecology program is meant
primarily to remind these peo-
ple to be more careful to take
only what they can actually use.
- The Food .Ecology program
here is part of a national pro-
gram developed Jointly by Mich-
igan State' University and the
Coca-Co- la company (which pre-
sumably explains why most of
the signs Include a glass of
r
Mme. Vijcva Lok.hmi Pandit, o former Pre.iJ.trt of iho U.N.
a College of Wooster Gue.t Lecturer.
Coke as part of the food we must
be sure to finish consuming).
At other colleges the program
has taken more direct action to
encourage food conservation,
such as sending girls in bikinis
around the dining halls to exhort
the diners to clean their plates.
Some programs offer direct In-
centives, such as coupons giving
away a free Coke for "outstand-
ing effort In food ecology". Mac
Donald said he .hopes to' see
the Wooster program expand next
year and make use of such tech-n- lq
les. He did not specify, how-
ever, whether he Intends to
send bikini-cl- ad ecologlsts
bobbing and weaving between the
tables In Lowry and Klttredge.
Whatever the results of the
Food Ecology program, Inciden-
tally, they may not be reported
in-a- ny further Food Service Bul-
letins, MacDonald got a mtxed
reaction on his newsletters and
does not plan at present to Issue
any more. Asked whether the
appearance of a fake parody food
service bulletin a while back had
any effect on the decision, he
claimed never to have seen the
parody or even known of its exis-
tence, and said that he would love
to see a copy.
for balanced view of India
.
. v f
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VOICE rapped
for not writing
news or views
To The Edltorl
Fellow readers of the
VOICE: I do not know
what you think of our col-
lege newspaper, but in my
mind, I find the VOICE
deplorable. Week after
week, this travesty contin-
ues to be published
Have you ever noticed
what is contained in the
VOICE? Reviews. There
are record reviews, play
reviews, sports reviews,
movie reviews, and book
reviews. There are enough
reviews in the VOICE to
convince people that no-
thing occurs on our fair
campus.
But there is news here,
things happen on campus.
By reading the VOICE,
chances are you would not
know what is going on.
0. often think that those
running the VOICE don't
know what is going on.)
I assume that it must be
hard to review the present
or things to come, so there-
fore little mention of im-
mediate . Issues . is made.
What can be done to im-
prove the VOICE? One
immediate answer would be
to fire the editors for neg-
ligence of duty. But I:
dcubt that would accom-
plish much. (Relax Rich,
I'm not out for blood, yet.)
Another possibility
might be to incorporate thepaper. Since the VOICE
is a part of the College
of Wooster, laws seriously
restrict the stands the
VOICE may take on poli-
tical or controversial
issues. (Ever wonder why
fiooBuoiauBooooaonnnnnnnnwwwwMBFiwHHwwnnn
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Richard Klelbowlcz . . . . . . ....... .Editor
Jeff Adair, BUI Henley ... Managing Editors
Glenn Forbes a a a a . ........ .Sports Editor
Janna Smith
the VOICE did not endorse
Brad Karan? They can't.
If they did the College would
run the risk of losing their
tax exempt status.) In-
corporation would no doubt
raise some financial and
alumni hassles, but it wouldpermit freer speech on im-portant issues.Or maybe the VOICE
should offer to "pay" its
writers. Retribution could
be made in cash (per ar-
ticle) or for credit as is
.
done in theatre or radio
workshops. The competi-
tion for article acceptance
would almost assure the
VOICE of having plenty of
informative, interesting
material to print.
Possibly the VOICE
could be sold by subscrip-
tion. That way they would
.have to print what people
want, not what their writersprefer to pound out.
What may prove simp-
ler would be to leave the
VOICE as is, and print an
alternative paper. To my
knowledge there is pre-
sently an irregularly pub-
lished newsletter for
Blacks, written by Blacks.
This I see as a direct
result of the VOICE'S ob-
vious lack of minority re-
porting. But why should
we have two papers? Why
have the VOICE if it is
so lackadaisical, so po-
tently blah, so just plain
second rate?
That is the irony of the
situation. We don't need
the VOICE, yet we do.
We don't need the VOICE
as it presently is, but- - .
rather as it might be. The
VOICE might be, it very
well could be, a thought
provoking, stimulating pa-
per, with interviews, and
exposes, wild ideas and
special interest stories,personal advocacies of
what is not always proper
or popular, cartoon strips.
National
the bottom floor of
phone: 264-123- 4.
Office Manager
Selena Crump ........... Business Manager
Pete Gltdden aeeaeeeea .Advertising Manager
Bobble Brown .... eeeeee Circulation Manager
minority reporting and
even (gasp) reviews.
This is how the VOICE
could be - a truly infor-
mative paper. With a few
changes, the VOICE could
be something better than
the present review laden,
lobotomized. Ineffectual '
entity that it is.
Oddly enough...
Carl Ketchum
Love return
is always
right forgiveness
To the Editor:
People get so involved
in so many conflicts, fre-
quently trivial, that they too
often fail to make the effort
to realize that there is a
common bond dove) be-
tween everyone which can
patch things up. Love is
like glue, the more you
use the stronger the bond.
Why are we so afraid to
offer love - even with a
Deep
They tell me I don't
think deeply. Ah, that's
a fact! I've heard it said:
How can you expect any-
one to listen to you let
alone READ you when
your vehicle is the VOICE?
Ah, yes, this. seems true.
Most articles seem to lose
something , (except for
sports) by being associated
with the VOICE.
But so what.
I've tried, and shall
continue to do so, in dif-
ferent modes, expending
energy in different ways,
to explain the unexplain-able..Jo- ve.
mm rrffnnoLiuunnnouuuuui
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the
editor. ' Letters should be typed, doublopaced, and
preferably under 300 words. Address all correspondence
to VOICE, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691
Paul Kane ........ Assistant to the Editor
Jeff Bates ........ .. ...... Proofreader
STAFF: Chuc Gayer, Jeff Adair, Stanley
Perdue, Marty Knott, Sue Tew, Kim Ruoff,
Cortnne Rudman, Sue Flatte, Sue Graf and
Carol Kreykenbohm.
smile (much more inter-
esting than the sidewalk)
-- rejection? They are only
more frightened.
We think but do we
really think? We think but
do we ever act? We see
faults elsewhere but do we
look for and attempt to
correct those within our-
selves? Must we ridicule?
Do we care enough to dis-
cipline ourselves? We can
show one another that we
need not be afraid and help
each other with love. This
is possible. Each of us has
time. - For all my friends
and especially those in par-
ticular who have helped me
find the way during thoselong talks- - Wendy G
Linette, and Holly.
If we are rejected, ri-
diculed, or taken advantage
of, well, it happens again
and again. But one thing
is certain, to do the same
in return is no solution.
It never has been. Love
in return, always the right,
forgiveness. This is the
only hope for a real solu
Thought
So you may not hearfrom me after this week,
unless I get inspired. Like
everyone leaving this place
next month, I'm in no mood
to care anymore. Greener
fields lie (lay) ahead.
How is it possible to find
among the acts of men those
of the highest and most
imaginative order along-
side the cruelest and vul-gar actions against
himself. -
Surely neither theseheights or depths could
possibly be reached If man
ere naturally of tie one
or the other. It stands,
hen, that man indeed islaturally of neither. Only
rom one stance could bothjositions be held.
Man is basically and
nost naturally mediocre.
Hence, it being so re-
cognized -- that man isbasically mediocre, and
"hi 8 in turn being acknow-
ledged as equivalent toall-iings-be- ing
equal. It is
obvious that no out-
side influence affect' 8
nan's attainment of the
leights or depths, for he!ittains both with a regular-t- y
and a balance, showing
io inclination of preference
or one or the other, that
tion. It is hard and we
do get hurt. Can't we offer
each other strength? - For
Paul. -
Dear Deep Thought-Yo-u
may: make mistakes(who doesn't?) but you are
caring, searching, and
reaching, out. Keep beating,
love and love. , ; - t:
Ever noticed the differ-
ence between- - the before
and after someone becomes
a good friend? Ever wished
the "after" kind of caring
would be obvious in the life
of yourself or someone elseduring the "before", to
be shown without having to
inquire that somebody
thought it important enough
to work and take risks
in order to reach out and
touch another? to go
beyond. - For Duane. .
Let us help each other
fight fear caused by ignor-
ance and to become aware.
Let us become united
through love.
Lisa Kane
VII
defies any hint of applied
Influence. From this it
follows that God, appar-
ently in no manner affec-
ting mankind for better or
worse, is himself me-
diocre.
Yet, unlike the ter-
minology of "mediocre"
man," a mediocre god is
a contradiction of terms,
regardless his purpose,
aims, or influence. Hence,
we shall recognize God'slack of mediocrity and shallidentify him now as merely
Indifferent, for In no other
way can seemingly imposs-
ible contradictions be
eased.
This is written only to
say: Life is a joke, andif you realize It as such,then it is no longer a joke.Life is full of contradic-
tions and screwy events(chance) which mess up our
internal mental structures. '
But if you realize all this
and say, "so what," every-
thing begins to make sense.
And the joy of living be-
comes obvious, and easy.
When a man is trying
to change -
ait it only causes fur-fli-er
pain
You realize that all
along --
Something in us is go-
ing wrong. .'
(Pete Townshend)
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Flay mas hitter sweet, serious, comic, happy
by John Hamlin
..
--
.?V ;.. -
- Last weekend Wooster
audiences were charmed by
the Little Theatre's pre,
duction of LeonardGershe's BUTTERFLIES
ARE FREE. - The show,
which took place in Paint-
ing Arena Theatre of
Severance Art Studios, was
bitter sweet, serious much
of the time, yet managed to
be .'quite comic land end
happily.
: Director Pam Sprosty,
assisted by Mark Landis,
did a fine job with a good
Another letter. .
cast and script. Sheshowa
a consistently excellent
sense of what level of comic
action is most proper for
each moment of the play.
From choice of script,
down to details of produc-
tion, she has demonstrated
remarkable talent.
The use of Severance
Arena Theatre for BUT-
TERFLIES was effective.
With a set designed by Bill
Deyle, the audience came
much closer to the world
of dxe. stage - physically
and psycologically. Some
people may. be bothered by
Are lights needed?
To the Editor:
I would like to protest the
garish LCB display pre-
sently blighting the wall in
Lowry Center. It contains '
22 10-w- att light bulbs that,
' as far as I am concerned,
are totally unnecessary.
Not only do light bulbs cost
money, but they use elec-
tricity, an energy resource
we can no longer afford to
squander.
. The argument ,
. that the 22 light bulbs con--
sume a relatively small
'
amount of electricity is a
dangerous rationalization
that cannot be allowed. In
mis time of an energy
crisis - yes, folks, Just
because the Arabs are sel
ling us oil again doesn't
mean that the energy sit-
uation is not still pre-
carious' - we must all,
individuals and institutions
alike, conserve as much
energy as is possible. The .
cumulative effect of what
may, at an individual level,
seem to be small energy
drains, are staggering. Re-
member this winter? If
everyone had turned down
their thermostats a .mere
2 degrees;, It" would have
resulted in a net savings
In energy consumption of
16 for the nation.
David Early
Wooster Peoples Party
Rapp blends fiction, fantasy, poetry in songs
OJ f
-- T.. 4
"My life is like the young men
Dead in space again
Risen and abandoned
Above the grace of rain
The magic flowers of Mars
They are so far from me
The visions of their crystal petals
I shall never see" '
Lr j Tom Rapp, "For the Dead in Space"
the arena type seating of
Severance; you either like
it or you don't. .
The dialogue of BUT-
TERFLIES requires pre-
cise and appropriate timing
by the actors. The entire
cast showed a good sense
of timing throughout the
play. The acting was con-
sistently good.
As thehard, rude, obnox-
ious Ralph, Evan Reynolds
was very enjoyable. Unfor-
tunately, he is a senior;
another who will leave
Wooster without being seen
enough on its stage.
Juniors Erie Mills and
Pam Pepper were superb.
Their scene together was
the most powerful scene in
the show. Erie (Mrs. Ba-
ker) made a hard, but su-
ccessful transition in
insisting that Don, who has
been apparently jilted by
his voluptuous neighbor
Jill, stay in bis apartment
and tough It out. In return-
ing to Don, Pam (Jill Tan-
ner) had an impossible,
unbelievable change in
character to make, but car-
ried it off rather well.
For the entire show, but
particularly . during the
first act, I was struck by
how well Bruce Browne,
s e n i o r-spe- ech, major,
handled the difficult part
of Don. Playing a blind
character is hard - but to
keep it up for two acts is
really tough. Bruce
flQxn Rapp is a musician of another era. I sometimes think he
belongs among Medieval troubadors, singing to knights and'nobles.
While most, folki singers today are singing about country roads or
living, in thee city; i Rapp continues to create the songs which have
made him vSO unique among folk musicians. Rapp blends science
fiction, fantasy and poetry into his songs. The result is music
which not only conveys a poetical message, but also creates a mood
for the listener. . -
Tom Rapp began recording albums in 1967, when he was nineteen
years old. His first albums, ONE NATION UNDERGROUND and
BALAKLAVA, were recorded pn ESP Records, a small folk and jazz
label which is well-kno- wn to music fans for its high-qual- ity and
willingness to record new musicians. Rapp formed the Pearls Before
Swine band during this time. "Although the band changed personnel
withalmost every album, they continued to record with Rapp. The
Pearls . were really little more than studio musicians who played
behind Rapp. , - ' . - t'
Although Rapp s. first two albums were not commercial suc-
cesses, they were extremely well-receiv- ed by music critics. Rapp' a
unique vocal sound and bis skillful lyrical and musical work won him
a., recording contract . with ; Aeprise Records. Rapp recorded five
handled the blindness very
well.
By the end of the second
act Don was reduced to a
fit of tears and threw ob-jects from the table onto
the floor, where he finally
ended up himself, sobbing.
Several members of the
audience were also sobbing
and were obviously deeply
touched. It was a bitter
Views on SLA
By Chuc
As the Incidents con-
nected with the Symbianese
Liberation Army grow
more intense, America
and I become more avidly
interested In the facts, the
fantasy and the future.
I have memorized all
the nicknames, noted every
political affiliation, every
sexual orientation, every
race, every religious up-
bringing and style of hair-
cut. I have added up all
the ages and still I've got
little more than zero to go
on regarding what this all
will mean.
The first mention to me
of Patricia "Tania" Hearst
was during an Interview I
did with the star of the
underground movie PINK
FLAMINGO'S "Divine."
Divine Is a 250 pound
transvestite who asked me.
sweet moment, called for
by the cript and stressed .
by Pam Sprosty s direc-
tion of Bruce Browne. Then
Jill Tanner comes back to
Don and the play ends on a
happy, but romanticized
and unrealistic note. Al-
though there is some prep-
aration for this ending, it
seem 8 out of tune with the
objectivity of the rest.
"What do you think of Patty
Hearst?"
I returned: "I do not
know. What do you think
of her?"
Divine fixed her eyes on
my press pad and Instruc-
ted' me to write: "I want
my $70.00 worth of food."
Throughout the entire
tense affair, this steal- -f
rom - the - rich - gave --
to - the ' - hungry theme
has persisted. One en-
visions Field Marshall
Donald "Cinque" De
Freeze as Robbln Hood
black. Tania"Hearst,gun
in arm, was transformed
from Snow White into Maid
Marion of the guerilla un-
derground.
When the SLA robbed the
San Francisco bank, how-
ever, interest flip-flopp- ed
from that of media-machi- ne
fairy-ta- le charac-continu- ed
on pag fiva
albums on Reprise: THESE THINGS TOO, THE USE OF ASHES.
CITY OF GOLD, BEAUTIFUL LIES YOU COULD LIVE IN, and
FAMILIAR SONGS. Rapp produced some masterful works on Re-
prise. He recorded a song version of Ray Bradbury's famous
science-ficti- on story "Rocket Man." He also put to music works by
W. H, Auden, J.R.R. Tolkien, and William Shakespeare. In addition,
Rapp continued to write his --own songs songs of love, fantasy,
and ballads of strange and unusual characters, such as the "SnowQueen", who "knows the ways of ice," or "The Jeweler" who ' wor-
ships God with ashes."
Rapp's works on Reprise were somewhat successful with the
public. Critical comments were in general very good. Critics
praised bis development of a new and unique song-styl- e, as well as
his musical talents. In 1972, Rapp signed a contract with Blue Thumb
Records and has bo far recorded two albums on that label: STAR-DANC- ER
and SUNFOREST. Both albums are a continuation of bis
work, with the songs featuring the usual flute, cello, and bass work
which help to create the mellow sound Rapp Is famous for.
Tom Rapp is a mellow musician. His songs and music create a
relaxed mood, and yet they contain powerful poems and lyrics which
introduce the listener to a whole world of characters and events.
Rapp has said of his songs that "they lust float unauthored and
orphaned in the air and 1 have become the person through whom
they pass." He once described bis songs as "short stories",
and that Is a very fitting description. In concert Rapp is a won-
derful story-tell- er and entertainer as well as an excellent mu-
sician. Wooster has had a lack of good-qual- ity folk-singe- rs,. and
Rapp promises to be one of the best this area has seen. He is an
artist who has continually produced high-qual- ity musical material
and his songs are guaranteed to transport you to another time and
place. . '
.(one final note: Tom Rapp really DID beat Bob Dylan in a folk-singi- ng
contest in Minnesota, when they were both in hlgh-scho- oU
Peg lour VOICE Friday, May 24, 1974
MORE ON
Poor nations9 needs growing Pandit warns
continued from pago one
don't want the modern India to
be mixed op with all the para-
doxes that are string way now
fradually."
Many young Americans are
gaining a greater awareness by
studying ' in India. It should
be - noted here that, after two
years of suspension, Wooster's
program at Madura! University
has become the only American
undergraduate program to be ap-
proved for South India by
the Indian government. The
twenty students participating In
this year's program will leave
for India on July 5, and will
return next March.
Mme Pandit was recently In-
vited by Kurt Waldhelm, General
Secretary of the United Nations,
to participate to a special session
of the UN to study the current
world food and energy crisis.
She reports Oat the session em-
phasized the Importance of reali-
zing the Interdependence of the
world community. It Is particu-
larly Important for the developed
nations, which constitute 77 per
cent of the world's population,
while accounting for only 33 per
cent of the world's Income. "The
developed nations are realizing
the danger of not giving to the .
fullest extent for the uplift of
the developing countries. You
see, this has been a slogan since
the beginning of the United Na-
tions, but it's been accepted in ,
theory, but not put'lnto practice.
This time I think It has really
Jolted the developed nations when
they find that each year the
2
EXPLORE
STUDY
Undersea World and
Tropical Environments
Fully accredited
undergraduate and
graduate (6 credits)
courses in Introduction
to Marine Sciences,
Biology of Coral Reef
Invertebrates. Field
Sedimentology of St.
Croix, Special Problems,
Marine Algology,
Ecology of Coral Reefs,
Carbonate Environments.
New, modern, year-rou-nd
teaching and
research laboratory in
tropical marine setting
on St. Croix. U.S.
Virgin Islands.
TWO SUMMER SESSIONS
June12-July- 17
July 24 August 28
FOR INFORMATION
AND BROCHURE
" Write or call - --
(201) 377-470- 0, ext. 289.
West Indies Laboratory
' Fairleigh Dickinson University
Madison, New Jersey 07940
number of dependent nations
grows," she explained. The
conference was largely a meeting
of scholars whose aim was to
compile the facts and figures
necessary for developing practi-
cal methods for dealing with
the current food and energy
crisis. Hopefully, the next United
Nations conference, to be held
In July, win result In some
more concrete suggestions for
dealing with these problems. "If
something Is not decided In a'positive way in July, then, accor-
ding to the experts, we're going
to be very badly troubled. Once
the slide downhill begins, it's
Kenny Marks (not to be
confused with Karl or
Groucho) is an exciting
young musician from Pit-
tsburgh. He has travelled --
around the country with his
music, and has agreed to
perform at COW Friday
night. May 31.. Ha will
perform in the Lowry Cen-
ter Ballroom at 9:00, and "
admission is free. His
style could be best clas--
sified as soft rock, and it
includes many old and new
popular songs. .
so swift that it's difficult to
check, Mme Pandit said, ex-
pressing concern, for her own'
country's - situation as well as
for that of other developing cou-
ntries.
Mme Pandit also gave some
Interesting Insights Into two of
her country's most prominent
neighbors; the U.SJS.R. and the
ID proofs required
now for SS cards
Under an amendment to the
Social Security law people can
now be asked to prove their age.
Identity, citizenship or lawful
alien status when applying for
a social security number for the
first time.
For proof of age a birth or
baptismal certificate is suffie- -
v lent. To prove your identity,you'll need a voter's card, school
record or school Identification
card or something similar, pre-
ferably with your signature on it.
If you are an alien or a natura-
lized American citizen youH be
asked to prove your citizenship
- or legal alien status. To get a
social security number aliens
can submit as Allen Registration
Receipt Card, an Arrival-Departu- re
Record, a Non-resid-ent
Allen Border Crossing
Card for Canada or Mexico or
other evidence of lawful admis-
sion to the United States. Fore-
ign- born United States citizen
win need to submit a certificate
of naturalization or citizenship,
or a United States passport, a
citizen identification card from
the United States Immigration
People's Republic of China.
"India, being a very close
neighbor, can be very useful to
her as a -- friend, and can be an
irritant if not a friend," she
said, speaking of the U.SJS.R.,
one of the countries In which she
served as ambassador. "Also
India Is useful to her because
India and China don't agree at
this moment. That is why Russia
is keen on having a closer rela-
tionship with India. She also
expressed regret at the fact that,
although India has much in com-
mon with America, , Russian
propagandists have been some- - '
what more successful In winning
over the Indian people than have
the Americans. One significant
- reason for this mentioned by
Mme Pandit was that the Rus-
sians In India have made a bet-
ter attempt to live like the
Indians and to understand Indian
languages and culture.
Contrasting die development
of China, and India, she said,
"The thing always to remember
Is that in a totalitarian state
Improvements CAN be made
quicker than In a democracy, and
particularly one as large and
undisciplined as India. Persua-
sion takes a long,' long time.'
Her observations on her post- - '
tlon as , a woman who is prom
lnent in international politics as'
well as the Internal politics of'
her own country are particularly
fascinating. She stated that in
political circles in India, the men --
with whom she worked have
treated her .as a comrade, while
she began being treated differ-
ently only after she left India.
Only outside of India has she had
and Naturalization Service, or a
report of birth from aU.S. State
Department consulate. :
These proof requirements are
Intended to prevent people from
obtaining more than one social
security number or using a soc-
ial security card under a false
identity. They also help deter- - ,
mine If aliens are working in the
United States without permission
or are in fills country legally.
Referrals win be made to the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service if an alien Is working
when not authorized to do so or
is unable to establish legal en-
trance totals country. -
Since it now takes approxi-
mately four to she weeks to issue
a social security number, you
should apply and be able to fur--.
nlsh the necessary proofs sever-
al weeks before you will actually
seed it. v ,
If you have any questions about
what papers you'll need you
should contact your local social
security office. The office in
Wooeter Is located at 413 West
Liberty Street. The phone num-
ber is 264-07- 71.
some difficulty in feeling a sense
of comradeship with her male co-
workers. She . feels, however,
that a woman in any field of ac-
tivity must oftenwork twice as
"hard to prove their equality wittT
men, but saw this as a univer-
sal phenomenon, rather than one --
which is peculiar to Indian
Mme "Pandit comes from a
family which originates In Kash-
mir, India's northernmost
region. This area, in which the --
Hindu , Kush and the Himalayas,
the world's two highest mountain
ranges, - merge, is known as
"The Roof of Asia.' Kashmiri
Hindus, noted for their adminis-
trative abilities, found prominent
positions In the government and
legal professions, under the
Muslim, Mughal dynasty and the .
Council
By Mark Morey - -- -
v Campus Council met Tuesdayafternoon,May 21, to discuss
several Items on their agenda. The review ot the 1974-7- 5 Campus
Council
.
budget was the principle item of business. Council also
reviewed the ICC evaluations of girls club hen week along with the --
proposed LCB constitution.
.: The review of the ICC evaluations of girls club Hell week
was tne nrst item or Business. Council members were generally
pleased 'with the" report, as no major questions were asked concerning
them.1 Prank Glalmos motion to accept the evaluations was carried
oy a vote of 12-0- -0. ' . - - -- .
The proposed LCB constitution was brought before Coun-
cil once again, as the second Item of business. It was pointed out to
Council members that under the new draft, the advisory board had "
been revised. The board now consists of representatives from all
. . ....A. .a M mmxaceu oi we couege community, including administration, faculty, .
student and LCB members. Council was nleased with the new rea
lignment as they approved Jeff Bates motion to accept the document-b- y
a 13-0- -0 vote. .: ......
treasurer Steve Schmid presented to Council the 1974-- 75
Campus Council budget as the third Item of business. Schmid gave T
brief summary of the report to Council members. He noted that this
year's budget has been cut by four thousand dollars from last year's.
This cut was mainly due to the administration's taking over thejpuoiicanon oi uie scots R.ey xrom sua. scnmld went on to say tha$0the total amount of money requested was $75,000. .Schmid finishedby saying that the budget committee worked very hard to be fair to- -
aU budget requests from student organizations. A motion was fltea'J
made by Schmid to accept the budget. LCB Chairman, Larry Kurth,
then presented to Council a minority report which criticized thebudget allocation to LCB. In the report, Kurth criticized both.the .
total budget cut from last year,
Inp rMTImltt. ti AmMMtuA
. Muiuvicv. vuwreu u quicK to comment on inereport. Nancy Cadle mentioned that this 1 year MmmfffM MA
discuss several changes and reforms Rod Kennedy ended the discus-
sion by saying- - this matter ran is foVon tm afnsvv VAAv.
- w -
; Councillhen went Into
gave a short summary of the
determining me ouaget allocations zor eaen campus organization.
Several lengthy discussions were held concerning these allocations. '
Next year's budget discussions' were held concerning these aHoca--
iiuus. ne mniget tortus
Ken Hoover was worried that
voice budget was severe. Council continued to discuss each ifem;
until Ken Hoover raised an admendment to the budget guidelines
which would give the power of allocating program funds to SGA '
Instead of Council. Frank Glalmo
wvuim iua. uie present
British Raj. Mme Pandit's own
father, Motllal Nehru, settled In
Allahabad-an- d became one ' of
the most prominent lawyers in
North India at the turn of the
century. He was unusually pro--
5iessue lur out lime, sou gavelm llf imat oTAIfh hiVam Ka Va -
came closely' : associated with
Mahatma Gandhi; and the Indian
Nationalist Movement. His chil-
dren have all made their mark
of the Indian political scene. His
grandchildren have also become
prominent In their fields. " v
One Is presently Prime Min-
ister. Others are ambassadors.
One of Mme Pandit's daughters
is a well-kno- wn authoress. Dip-
lomacy Is an art, and Mme
Pandit has spent her. life per-fecting this art in the service of
her country.
Gapside
and the budget committee fo.ItsV
. .
'
. ?
- w Mm - skk wwst 0 gcu;(u ,
the specifics of &e budget. Senm?
reasons'' used by me commlttee'uV
vuivc was tne topic 01 one aeDate.
tte two thousand dollar cut In the
.replied by saying this admen-d-
guiue lines ne wenc on to say
that the proposed change would not really constitute a change.
Rnh Kawmaii oIca rm m a4 - that la OT A i.UMvi ''
accepting the responsibility mentioned In Hoover's admendment.'
After more debate, the motion was then voted down (4-6-- 2). Larry
.. . ..... .VmwU.1. Iku J A mm a .'n.iuui uien niQveu to taoie me proposed ouaget. until Monday when v
a special CouncQ meeting win be called.: ' : : -
Folksinger Tom Rapp will be appearing t the Cage next
Saturday, May 25, for two shews, at 9:00 and 11:00. Rapp
has -- recorded nine records on ESP, Reprise, and Blue
Thumb labels. Admission will be $1, and profits will be
donated to the Wooster Food Co-o- p.
MORE ON ! . y "
Ctf Patty'
continued from page three
ters, to a 'psychological
perspective. The empha-
sis shifted from What(i.e full pagelHustratlons ,
of seven headed cobras, and
Webster definitions of the
word "Symbiotic") to Why(I.e. a scad of photographic
experts who pointed to guns
trained on Tania during the
robbery and psychiatrists
who tested tape recordings
for "stress and duress" as
evidence that Ms. Hearst
might have been coerced
into calling her mommy
and daddy all those , nasty
names). ". ..'
Complete - schools of
thought began to coagulate
over cocktail party patter
on "the subject."
The "Converslonists"
believed Patty had been
brainwashed. The "Re-
visionists" publicly dis-
posed of their first notion,(that she was innocent) and
now took up the belief that
Patricia planned even her
own. kidnappings - (Though
there was some dissention
as to whether she was real-
ly interested in feeding
poor,, people,, or Just "rip-
ping off her .old i man.") .
'Finally there : was. the
school of "Collective Con-
spiracy - This small but
influential group maintain-
ed thatjhe entire SLA ope-
ration,., .along wintw ae,
Mid-Ea-st War. and Willy
Brandt's resignation- - was
an effort byanunderground
arm of the Committee to
Re-el- ect the Premier, In an
attempt to draw heat off
- the Impeachment proceed-
ings.
Now, with the most re-
cent developement, the
Hearst and
leveling of the SLA head
- quarters by the S.L;A.P.D.
symbiotic Los Angeles
Police Department),
"Tania Watchers" have
entered a new phase. At-
tention' has" refocused on
the HOW. Rather than de-
bating- WHAT, reason SLA
had for not releasing Ms.
.Hearst so she could gar-
ner them $4 million do-
llars or WHY kidnappers
left Patty's boyfriend in-
tact knowing he was ma-
terial witness number one
to the "crime ', instead
people are amazed at HOW
the SLA was able to flaunt
the law and remain (up un-
til last weekend) unscathed.
HOW could they be sobril- -:
11 ant as to rent the cars
that they used intheFrisco
Gilbert and Sullivan's
PATIENCE runs Wednes- - ?
day. May 29 - June 1 In
Scott Auditorium. -- Curtain
is 8:15.
Tickets are available
at Lewry Center and at the
door for $1.50. Opening
night is half price.
bank hold-u- p? HOW could
they have - known to get
Tania, out of the Los
Angeles headquarters less
than 24 hours before 500
cops lay siege to it? And
HOW could they be so
."simple" to steal a 49C
pair of socks which lead
to mat police selge?
But the final Interroga-
tive has not yet been pur-- v
sued. On the back of many
people's mind I think is the
. question' "WHEN?" One
hopes that this tight coali-
tion of Doctor's sons. Pub
Beach Boys promoter loses
money, but stays with COW
by Sue Tew . ;
The Beach Beys concert
functionally was a big success,"
said LCB Concert Chairman Dick
Klelnert.
"However," be continued, "fi-
nancially It was not successful
due to be date changeThis does
Wounded Kent student to speak
DEAN KAHLER, who was par-
alyzed from the waist down when
National Guardsmen fired Into,
students at Kent State, win speak
at Mateer Auditorium Thursday,
May 30 at 7:30 pm.
The topic of bis speech win be --
'Justice Delayed at Kent State."
He win also show a twenty-sev-en
minute film concerning the tragic
events that lead to the death of
four students on the Kent State
cocktail
lisher's- - daughters, 4-- H
members and ex-conv- icts
has caused some of Amer-
ica's social apathy to lapse.
In light of the SLA, (not
excusing the violence or the
exaggerated rhetoric) one
wonders WHEN-rada- f re-
pression will come to an
end? WHEN will Ageism,
Sexism, and Militarism be
eliminated?
The return of Patricia
Sherman
warns
jaywalkers
by Sue Flatte .
Chief of Security Robert Sher-
man expressed strong concern
about the 1-w- alking problem along
Bean Avenue. "The problem Is
the safety of the people crossing
the street," he said. "Students
assume .that as long as theyre
la the crosswalk, ' whether the
light la green or not, that they are
safe. If a student la hit by a ear,
legally and financially they have
no grounds unless they were In
the crosswalk and traffic is stop-
ped."
"The Deans Office and this
office have gotten cans from
residents who express their con-
cern tor the students safety. They
find, it hard to Judge when a
student win cross and are afraid
they win hit someone, continued
Sherman
"In tact, approximately mree
weeks ago a-- woman driver was
passing by the light in front of
Lowry Center. She saw a co--ed
starting across the street, and
by watching her, was unaware
that the ear in front of her was
stopped and ran Into it."
not mean that Wooster lost
money, be explained. The pro-
moter, Ross Todd, Is the one who
lost money. He was backed, and
expected to produce enough
money to break even and hope-
fully make a profit. This did not
happen due to the change In date.
However, Ross Todd has
campus In May, 1070.
Lowry
.
Center- - Board Is
sponsoring his appearance, and
admission Is free. A collection
win be taken to benefit the Kent
State Due Process of lw Fund,
which was established by the
United Methodist Church to obtain
legal redress for the wounded,
and the parents of the dead at
Kent State. Mr.KahlerwlU speak
following the film.
parties
Hearst DOES hinge (how-
ever indirectly) on the
return of the Water gate
tapes to the people who paid
for them (namely- - the
American citizens). Per-
haps Tania .will COME
home when America's
C.LA. in Southeast Asia
is BROUGHT home.
It might be that the ag-
gression of the SLA is
directly related to the re-
pression In the U.S.A. And
regardless of WHAT is
done to Tania if she's cap-
tured or WHY It has taken
the F.B.L so long to even
get close to capturing her,
or HOW the SLA will re-
cover from the Los Ange-
les headquarters loss, the
questions will persist as
to WHEN hungry people
in this country will be fed.
WHEN --blacks and women
will be freed and WHEN
this "land of plenty will
reorient itself to the BET-
TERMENT OF ALL.
In the end PatriciaTania
Hearst may be forgotten.
One wonders if before that
happens, "DIVINE" might
get her $70.00 worth of
food ...
agreed to continue as Wooster's
promoter. He thinks "Wooster
Is a charm for Sunday afternoon
concerts. Klelnert was not
sure what other groups would be
coming to Wooster next Fan. He
said the concert committee Is at
the mercy of whatever group Is
In the area. Any open date would
be worked through the promoter.
There were only two weak-
nesses to the concert, said Klel-
nert. The first was the lack of
student response to the concert.
There were only 866 student tic-
kets sold, approximated Klelnert.
There were about 100 students
working security, which boosts
the total to 966 students. Still,
there definitely weren't as many
students there as were expected.
The other weakness Klelnert
cited was the weak security
measures. A confusing system
of passes, complicated by the
Beach Boys' own pass system
made the whole concert run not
quite as smoothly as was ex-
pected.
The next concert sponsored by
LCB win be Michael Stanley, a
rock singer. He will appear In
MeCaw on Saturday, June L
Stanley has appeared on In Con-
cert a few times and has released
a few albums.
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MARRIED STUDENTS!
OPEN WED. 12 to 6
SAT. - SUN. 12 to 4
WOOSTER TOWERS
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Apartments with Range, Refrigerator & Disposal.
From $128 including utilities.
FRANK KRAUSE INC.. REALTOR
222 W. Market St. Akron, Ohio 44303
535-55- 51 262-72- 47
Women's lacrosse: 5-1- -1 regulc season
by Janet Smeltz
"It's too bad oar only loss
came In our last game!" pain- -
fully remembers women's la-
crosse coach Robin Chambers.
'The game left a bitter taste
in our mouth". Playing against
Ohio Wesleyan May 15, the
Scottles lost a close one, 9-- 8.
Wooster was plagued with
first half difficulties. Play was
termed "enrtarasslng", as team
play, cutting, and passing were
Minglewood
BEER ICE WINE
E South at Pram Railroad
a; 'JJi I
5! 7
a
U6RTy J ST. 1
SOOTH ST.'
11:00 -- 10:00 Weekdays
11:00 -- 11:00 Frida Jk o.t. i
Come on down We'll be
glad to see you.
262-812- 6
Stop
All Books in Print
Available
Special Orders Always
Welcome J
Quick Delivery
VY
virtually non-existe- nt. The
Scottles gave a psych ed-- up OWU
team no trouble In the first-half- .
Franele Rendall was Woos-te- r's
only first half scorer, mi-
king the tally Wooster 1, OWU
5, at the end of the first half.
( Corrections accomplished, a
"different team took the field
second half. Quite a change
was evident in Woosters play --
described the coach, "Wooster
looked terrific". Passing and
cutting was much improved, and
the Scottles determination was
the key. Wooster certainly
bounced back, scoring seven
goals In this half, to Wesleyans
SPECIAL:
All the President's
Men
TRAVEL:
Getaway
Guides -
4. Says Chambers, "we were
able to come from behind and
tie, and do well". Francte
Rendall scored three in the se-
cond half, Dale Kennedy clicked
with two, and both Betsy White
and MarJo Forbush had one. With
two minutes to go the two schools
were tied 8-- 8, then, OWU scored
In one of three attack plays
as Wooster failed- - to really get
going. However,' the Scottles
did find their "rhythm second
half, jplayed more like a team,
and came so close to a victory.
This game finished regular
season play for the Scottles.9
go to state tournament
by Janet Smeltz
A 7- -3 record Is a fine one for
a team playing Its hardest
schedule yet. The Wooster wo-
men's tennis team closed out
their' regular season at home on
May 14 with a 3- -2 win over Kent
State University. May 15, the
Scotties headed to Bowling Green
State U. for the Ohio College
Women's Tennis Tournament.
The Kent-Woos- ter meet was
decided in the last set of the
match, when Joan Doezema and
Pat Vlttum ably pulled through
to win 7-- 6, 4-- 6, 6A4. Mary Ran- -
NEED
A Special Qift that is
unudua
In and Browse at
The Gift Corner
THE BOOK NOOK
201 E. LIBERTY
FICTION
NONFICTION
BIOGRAPHIES
CHILDREN S
BOOKS
262-628- 6
.
Books For
Special Needs
dall and Carol Hahn were the
other victors. Mary disposed
of her opponest In two 6- -0 sets;
- Carol's match had drawn at one
set apiece when the Kent player-suffe- red
a knee' Injury and de-
faulted, placing Carol's score at
6-- 1, 3-- 6, default.
Third singles' W o o s t e r 1 1 e
: Diana Westcott couldn't quite
stick to her strong net strategy
and bowed out 4-- 6, 2-- 6. Judy
Donaldson and Janet Smeltz had
problems playing up to their nor-
mal strength, too, and never
gained the necessary momentum,
losing 4--6, 3-- 6. '
...
The tennis Scottles spent last
weekend in Bowling Green, where-al-lWooster reps won atleast
one match, and Mary Randallbrought home the first women'stitle Wooster has ever won.
Faced with a tough first rounddraw, Mary suffered her secondloss of the season to capital's
Kim Ruppen, 2-- 6, 3-- 6. All first-rou- nd
losers automatically ad-
vanced to the consolation round,
and Mary breezed through thatto beat Kay Taylor of Wittenberg
In an exciting 3-s- et, tie-brea- ker
decision final, 6-- 4, 5-- 7, 7-
-6
Both of Carol Hahn's losses
were to eventual title winners,first to OSUs Barb Wetters, and
then to the second singles con-
solation bracket winner, Wesley-a- ns
Lynn Joseloff, 4-- 6, 3-- 6.-
Diana Westcott won her first
round 6-- 3, 6-- 1, ,aad then gaveher opponent of two days before,'
KSU's Tonl Rossi, a tough fight
before losing 6-- 1, 4--6, 5-- 7.
First doubles team of Donald--
Doily o.w.'to tp.M
giving them a final 5-- 1-1 record
which the coach feels Is "notbad for our first varsity season.
Continues the coach, "This
season was an excellent one from
many standpoints. . We met and
surpassed all goals we set for
ourselves. The amount of ex-
perience on the team, plus thelarge turnout of Interested
women, were big factors in our
success. Finally, extremely Im- - --
portant to this season, was the
total spirit and sportsmanship
the players demonstrated in help-
ing each other out. . Once again
Tennis Scotties win last match,
son and Smeltz lost first to oldfriends Wittenberg, 5-- 7, 2-- 6. Thepair won their first round con-
solation match over Capital 6-- 1,
6-- 1, and then was knocked out byIhe U. of Cincinnati, 7-- 6.
'
5-- 7.
1-
-6.
Pit Vlttum and Joan Doezema
overcame Oberlln, 4--6, 6--4, and
7--5, but then lost to the second
doubles runners-u- p, Miami
versltyr2-- 6, 4-- 6.
OSUf placed firsts in total
points, and became state champ s,
while Ohio Wesleyan came In
second. State won most of the
title play finals, whereas Wes-
leyan walked away with two titles
and three consolation finalsJ "I
want to stress the fact that this
womens' tournament Is for all
Ohio schools, big and tittle. We
were a dark horse team, with
few lucky breaks. We did the
expected, and performed no mir-
acles", stated tennis coach, Dr..
Sexton.
As tor the 1974 season, Coach
Sexton termed It a "good and
. comfortable' one, saying "a 7--3
record Is not bad with the teams
we had to play". For next year.;
toe team Is out to achieve more v
consistency, and imp-ov- e its .driving, up-to-- the net game. The
Scottles lose three seniors thisyear, singles player Diana West-
cott, and doubles players Judy
Donaldson and Pat Vlttum. All
three are experienced veterans
whose enthusiasm and addeddepth will be sorely missed. .
ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
Jn J4urn Ono How CleaningUntil 4 p.m. Daily
.
Shirt Service Included
booster's Ons Hots Cleaner's
1855 Bool l-- Col lego Hills Shopping Center
next to soars
Phono? 262-66- 51 Sat. -- 8 .. to 4 avam.
Friday, May 24, 1974
Rendall, Assistant coach Brenda
Meese and maaagerMartiKetser
for their excellent help". . " " '
The squad loses seniors Kathy
Thomas, Annie Balrd and Franele
Rendall this year. Chambers
has much back-u- p depth In her
JV team, and Incoming freshmen,
for next year should again create
another fine line-u- p. Next year
will feature an expanded JV
Scnedule. oTnno- - with mm.- -
scheduled between new and strong
teams added to the season.
KaKS63tSCSl61IRSS3t363(3S3S3SSS363
All students interested
in participating in inter-
collegiate football next
fall are asked to attend
an important meeting at
7:30 p.m., Wednesday, May
29 in the PEC classroom.
- All interested players who
cannot be present at this,
meeting are asked to con-
-'
tact Coach O'Brien, ex-
tension 348, before May
28.
Sports and
Society
By Glenn Forbes
Last weekend witnessedthe first of professionalgolf's "'designated"
tournaments, that is, tour-
naments that all the biggies(NIcklaus. Miller, Weis-ko- pf.
Palmer, etc.) are
required to participate in.A look at riie reasoning be-
hind this development will
show us something " about
the state of professional
golf and. professional
- sports in general. r
Professional golf seem---- ed
to be getting along very
well without designated
1 tournaments but tourna-
ment sponsors found thatfans .really wanted to see
the "biggies" play and
- would come out in droves
; (at $ 8 to f10 a ticket) to do
, it. So in order to please
the fans (of course, money
had nothing to do with, itthe designated tournament
was developed. vThe play-
ers happily agreed (the ex-
tra cprize money put up for
the tournaments was purely
coincidental) and, the des-ignated tournament Is now '
a reality.
I think it's sad. Profes-
sional golfers. had always
been a-- symbol to me of
independent athletes, ath-- cletes who could participate
when they wanted to and notparticipate when., they --didn't. But, I guess that
status has to go, the fans
must be pleased. Ofvj
course, , the money doesn'thave . anything : to . do' . with t '
" .
--
.
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8 players selected to Midwest, teams
Laxwomen win two at Midwest tourney
-
- by Janet Smeltz
V "Last Saturday, we were the
most Impressive team, the most
cohesive team. We were the Har-
lem Globetrotters of lacrosse.
Passing, sportsmanship, team
play were unparalleled. The team
peaked
.
at Midwest. Our con-
ditioning gave us a rhythm and
in effect we were orchestrating
on the field." -
"Women's lacrosse coach Robin
Chambers spoke only In super-
latives as she described the
Wooster lacrosse team's perfor-
mance at the Midwest Selections
--trials held at Ohio Wesleyan
University May 18.
V
Co
,
Wooster drew two good teams,
Wittenberg andEarlham.as game
opponents. All participants
teams play off, and Midwest rep-
resentatives are chosen on their
performance In such games. Nine
Wooster players wished to be
considered for selections; 3 were
named to teams 1 Brendi Meese
and Annie Balrd were named to
Midwest I, Marjo Forbush, Betsy
White, and Mellndi Weaver are
on Midwest II; ClncyStelnacker,
Betsy Bruce and Becky Wise
made the third team. For White,
Wise, Bruce and Stelnacker to
qualify was exceptional, since all
4 had aever bid before.
, The strength of the Wooster
team really came across In their
two games. The Wittenberg" game
went to the Scottles, 14- -9
M
i;' 'Action from Scot's doubUhoador on Saturday. Scots
(S(S(SSal EIcaG
SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLI
764 PITTSBURGH AVENUE WOOSTER,
MONDAY, WED, THURS.
ri . 5 p.m. - 1a.m.
Ffccno 252-71- 35
Friday, Saturday 5 p.m. - 2 a.n
as Mellnda Weaver scored twice
and Francle Rendall, Betsy White
and Marjo Forbush all scored 4.
EarDiam also fell before the Wo-
oster lacrosse machine, 11--4. For-
bush fired In 5 goals, Weaver 3,
and White, Meese, and Stelnacker
each scored once.
Chambers termed the Earlham
game the season's best. "The
attack never looked better.Betsy
Stearns played third home for
the first time, and was excellent.
The key to our success was the
performances of individual play-
ers all combined -- Into a grand
team effort.
"Mellnda Weaver never gave
up. Her dodges and footwork
were extraordinary.. Francle
Rendall set up more plays than
she had all season. Marjo was
like a snake-elusiv- e, making
iL
' ' '" '
-- '
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shovel shots on goal. Brenda
Meese and Betsy Wblte were the
'glve-and--go twins andBrenda's
mad dashes and death-defyi- ng
leaps down the field earned her
the EvJ Knlevel' title. Clncy
won all her draws In the center
and mcds some acute cuts. Liza
Ukena, Annie Balrd and Kathy
Thomas were the 'Bermuda Tri-
angle of the defense-nothi- ng
could get by them. Betsy Bruce
felt secure enough to leave the
goal cage and advance down the
field. Becky Wise, despite
a taped leg, was open for the ball
many times.
"It was total team ball. At
one point we had 30 passes within
50 yards-everyo- ne touched it.
People were zlg-zaggl- ng- down
the field, making am?.zlng cuts.
Saturday was definitely the peak
Ptak pitches no hitter
Scots split with Capital: 0-- 4, 3-- 1
by BamM Mosenthal
The Wooster Fighting Scot
Vartslty bas --ball team spilt- - a
doubleheader with Capital here
'Saturday. -
Grant Relic took the loss In
the first game by a score of 4-- 0,
although the score doesn't give a
true picture of the game. Skip
was tagged for 4 runs on 5 hits
in the first Inning but from that
time on was never seriously
threatened. He pitched nearly
flawless ball, allowing the cru-
saders only two more hits and
shutting them out for the remain-
ing six Innings. The offense
didn't supply Skip with much of
an attack. They combined for
five hits and even though three
of them were doubles Wooster.
couldn't get on the scoreboard.
Gorsuch and Taylor laced one
single apiece and McLaughlin,
Bullock and Porr each slammed
doubles to constitute the Wooster
attack. It was a tough loss for
Relic who pitched an excellent
sixth inning game.
, The roles were reversed In the
second game - as the Scots
exploded for four of their five
hits and all of their three runs
In the first inning. That was .
enough as Freshman Frank Ptak
shocked the Crusaders with an
impressive nohttter. Seven Ca-
pital men reached base as Frank
gave up six walks. However, only
once could they capitalize on their
opportunities as their Crusaders
tallied one run In the third Inning.
The Wooster first Inning outburst
was started off with a single
by Dave Gorsuch. Mark Bullock
followed with a single which
moved Gorsuch to third who thee
scored on a passed ball. Denny
Porr laced a shot into left field
. that scored Bullock from second.
Rick Hopkins came through with
another of his POWERFUL
doubles and Porr scored Woo- -
. sters final run all the way from
first base. Frank Ptak has to be
given credit for superb pitching
as' he chalked up Wooster's first
no-hlt- ter In two seasons. The
Scots overall record stands at
13-- 13 and they ended with an 8-- 5.
mark In the OAC.
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and climax of the season."
Today, six Scottles left for the
Women's Lacrosse National
being held in Germantown, Pa.,
until Monday. First and second
team players plus alternate Clncy
Stelnacker are Woosters fine
representatives for the tnurfv
For paying day-to-d- ay
penses, is a
ex- -
PERSONAL CHCCKINO ACCOUNT
They're the most economi-
cal and safest way to man-
age student budgets.
WHY NOT OPEN YOUR
ACCOUNT NOW!
ThriftiChecks cost less
than money orders
No minimum deposit or
balance required
Your name printed FREE
on each check
fm&m(3mblJn
Store Hours: Mon. thru Thur9:30 to 5:30
Friday and Saturday Nights Till 9
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or zipper styles. D
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Sailors . complete i siccessiZ
On the weekend of May 18 and
19, the Wooster Sailing team
completed Its most successful
season to date. The . team Oils
year reached the level of pro-
visional membership In the Mid-
west Collegiate Sailing
Association (MCSA) which counts
forty-fo- ur schools as members.
This allowed Wooster to compete
In the regional and district
championships, the two steps
directly preceding the national
championships.
New talent came to Wooster
In the persons of Ray Lyon, Dong
Peterson and Steve Sargent, who
Joined the regulars to sail to a
good final standing. Team cap-
tain Tom Price, Chris Bates,
Ron Boehm, Mary" Lou Dunn,
Cindy SkWman and Tom Clark
make up the rest of the team.
The first regatta of the season
was the Ohio State Intersectlonal,
held on April 20 and 21. This
drew most of the major com-
petition of the Midwest, as wen
as six out-of-dlst-rlct schools
such as Florida State, Kings
Point (Merchant Marine Acad-
emy) and Penn State. There were
a total of fourteen schools pres-
ent. The leather was hot and so
was the competition. When the
spray finally cleared, Miami of
Ohio and Florida State were In
first and second, with 104 and
118 points respectively. To show
the Intensity of the competition,
the next six places covered only
a 14 point spread ranging from
120 to 134. In this wild scramble
for places, Wooster came out
, In seventh, with 131 points. Ron
Boehm, one of Woosters skip-
pers, was disqualified In his first
two races for Infractions" of
Women's Softball underway
by Janet Smeltz
Coach Norma Boetel has seen
her team come from inexperience
to competence, from lack of skin
to a deepened knowledge of the
game - always amid an enthus-
iastic hard-worki- ng atmosphere.
A proud coach says,"This season
has been very enjoyable because
of the players enthusiasm and
willingness to learn."
The woman's Softball team has
an 0- -3 record, with only Friday's
game In Toungstown remaining.
Two of the games were played
on one day, and the Seottles lost
one to Ashland, 8-- 5, and one to
the Ohio Northern team, 26-- 3.
Marcla Clever Is credited with
two singles In the Ashland game.
Junior Sue Monahan took the
mound In that outing, with good
support from Meg Meakln behind
the plate. The Ohio Northern loss
was to a much better team,
although the box score shows
quite a few Wooster hits. In that
contest, five women connected for
slnglesi Laurie Priest, Evelyn
Campbell, Meg Meakln, Addle
Casten, and Sue Monahan.
Pitchers were both Sue and Deb-
bie Beldler, while Meg Meakln
rules which led to contact be-
tween boats. If the protest hear-
ings bad gone In his favor,
Wooster would have finished In
third or fourth place. As It
was, Tom Price finished third
In his division and Ron Boehm
finished In seventh place in bis
division.
The second regatta was hosted
by Wooster, with three other
schools attending. Ray Lyon
and Steve Sargent skippered for
Wooster. Ray Lyon swept, his
division with six firsts, a second
and a third. Steve Sargent tied
with the Kent State skipper for
first in division B. With the
combined scores, Wooster won
over Kenyon, Kent State and
Toungstown.
. The third regatta was held on
May 4 at the University of Mich-
igan. This series was to deter-
mine who would go to the district
championships. Competing
schools were Notre Dante, Mich-
igan State, Wooster, University
of Michigan, Kent State, and Gen-
eral Motors. Institute. On arrival
Friday night, the Michigan orga-
nizers could not be found and
each team was left to Its own
.devices. Hilf the night was spent
witn the Notre Dame team trying
to find a place to stay. The
Notre Dame team ended up sleep-
ing in a station wagon. Special
recognition must go to Bimbo's
and to Joan Doezma, for putting
op with the team and putting the
team up, respectively..
The weather the next morning
was good for anything but sail-
ing. There was very little wind
and what there was couldn't de
and Marcla Clever filled In as
catchers.
Early lack of hitting can be
blamed on first game jitters,
tenseness, and players inexper-
ience. "Against Toungstown we
were much better. The offense
and defense were greatly
improved, "recalls Coach Boe-
tel. Wooster played Toungstown
at Freedlander Park last Friday,
losing a close one, 9-- 8. High-
lighting that game was the double
play set up by the Seottles, along
with Barb Headrlck's trlple,Meg
Meaklns two singles and one
double, and Laurie Priest's two
singles. Again, Sue Monahajys'
pitcher and Meg Meakln as
catcher proved to Ire an excellent
combination.
"We are Improving with eachgame. Considering most of the
women haven't played before,
we've done exceedingly wen.
Pitching is exceUent. Neither of
the two had pitched in a game
situation before. Meg Meakln Is
excellent as catcher. Our Infieldis fairly strong. The tremendous
experience the team is getting
this year win prove Invaluable
for next year", sums up the
coach. '
The team's two Juniors are
VOICE Friday. May 24. 1974
cide where to come from. Wind
shifts and holes (no wind areas)
changed the sailors positions
almost continuously. It was not
unusual for the last place boat
to move to the front of the fleet
in less than 50 yards. After
the sixth race, the wind finally
settled down to extremely fluky.
Coming into the final race,Notre
Dame and Michigan State held the
first two places and Wooster was .
leading University of Michigan by
one point. Ron Boehm and Bin
Boatwrlght of University of Mich-
igan match-rac- ed in the fleet,
with Woosiers skipper finishing
ahead. This qualified Wooster
for the MCSA championships.
The championships were held
the following weekend at Ohio
Wesleyan. Of the nine schools
competing, seven had been at the
Ohl.3 State Intersectlonal three
weeks earlier. Since the races
were held on the same waters,
the competition looked ready to
take up where they had left off
earlier in the season. Since the
national championships would be
held in cat-rigg- ed and sloop-rigg- ed
boats, the MCSA champ-
ionships did the same, splitting
the racing up between Penguins '
and Flying Juniors.- - Tom Price
and Ray Lyon, sailing in A divi-
sion, could not work their way
out of the tanks and never really
put It aU together. Ron Boehm,
sailing In B division, started
slowly, but Improved as the rac-
ing went on, finishing fourth In.
his division. The combined score
gave Wooster a seventh overall,
out of nine schools competing.
Michigan State, Notre Dame and
Oh'. 3 State finished first, second
and third, and therefore qualified
for the Nationals.
the oldest on the squad with fresh-
men in the majority.
In their first varsity year, the
women's Softball team has come
a long wv
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Finishing up the season, the
team travelled to Toungstown
for an -e- ight-school regatta on
the weekend of May 18 and 19.
There Ray Lyon again swept
his division, with seven firsts
and one second. He finished with
nine points, fifteen ahead of his
closest opponents. In the other
division, Tom Price . and Ron
Boehm combined for 21 points,
whining . their division by one
point. After combining the
scores, Wooster had 30 points
followed by Ohio State with 47
points, Cincinnati with 58, and
Kent State with 60.
The team Is losing only one
member through graduation, Tom
Price. However, the team
wont be priceless for jmyperiod
of time, since Tom's brother
Chris win be coming next year.
Prospects look good for the com-
ing season, with good experience;
and good depth remaining from
this season's successes.
SAVE A LITTLE
($10 a month at 5.25
2644001
ota
FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS
346 EAST BOWMAN ST.
For; Your: Convenience
Just Off the; College
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j-Campus '. For All
Your Travel Inquiries
and Needs,
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264-650- 5
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St. Etienne
3 Time Winner' of tha
Tour deFrance 1
MAFAC CENTER PULL BRAKES
26 POUNDS -- 27" WHEELS
FULLY LUGGED HANDMADE &
BRAZED FRAME - RAT TRAP .
PEDALS - SIMPLEX & HtJRET
DERAILLEURS ....
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